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Water year 1998-99 seemed to embody a classic La Nina pattern. In contrast to 
the previous water year which was one of the strongest El Nifio years this century with 
relatively warm eastern tropical Pacific sea surface temperatures, the eastern Pacific 
cooled rapidly during the summer of 1998. By fall a large pool of cooler than normal 
water was evident east of the date line. The expected outlook was a dry American 
Southwest and a wet Pacific Northwest. In fact, this basic winter precipitation pattern 
did occur with dryness extending westward into the southern half of California. The 
season in the Northwest, including British Columbia, was wet with many days of rain 
and record snowpack at some stations. 

Northern California is in between the two extremes; historically this winter season 
could have been wet as in 1974, one of our wetter years, or dry as in 1976. We have 
also noticed that some of our worst floods, notably December 1955 and December 
1964, occurred in La Nina years; the odds of a large rain on snow flood seem to be a 
little higher then because of more meridianal winter weather patterns. This year the 
north Pacific storm track was vigorous and wetness extended almost to central 
California, especially in the mountains. The exception was a month long dry spell 
centered around New Year's Day. The dry period included a temperature extreme with 
a severe freeze the week before Christmas. During the winter, many storms seemed to 
run out of energy between Stockton and Fresno leaving the southern Sierra rather dry. 

Figure 1, taken from the DWR May 1 edition of Bulletin 120, "Water Conditions in 
California," shows seasonal precipitation patterns by hydrologic area. The northern 
areas, particularly the North Coast, were wetter while the south was dry with a statewide 
figure near average. 

Figure 2, shows two transects of seasonal precipitation from October through 
April. One is across the north from Eureka through Shasta Dam over to Alturas. 
Percentage amounts decrease inland but rise somewhat over the Sierra as exemplified 
by the Mineral station near Lassen Park. The second transect is roughly along 1-80; it 
shows lowland locations with lighter amounts with a pronounced orographic gain in the 
mountains, especially at Blue Canyon. Although Fairfield is at a low elevation it is 
influenced by its proximity to the axis of the Coast Range. The vigor of the storm 
systems is evident in the mountain area orographic effects. Eureka, on the other hand, 
is closer to the heavier activity in the Northwest and shows some of that regional effect. 
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For the northern Sierra, the season is closing out between 11 0 and 115 percent 
of average. Figure 3 shows the accumulated amounts this season compared to 
average and to selected other years. The wet months were November and February. 
Without the wetness of February it would have been a near average season. 

The 1999 season turned out to be a pretty good snowpack year with 11 0 percent 
of average statewide water content on April 1. Last year, in 1998, the April 1 snowpack 
stood at 160 percent, about half again more than this year. The heaviest pack in this 
decade was in 1995 at 175 percent. In 1997, the year of the big flood, the April 1 
snowpack was 75 percent of average. 

The forecasts of April through July snowmelt runoff this spring were about 
11 0 percent statewide. Amounts were well above average in the north and in the 
central Sierra south through the Tuolumne River basin (which had a cloudseeding 
project), then started to peter out. The Tulare Lake hydrologic region forecast was the 
lowest at 65 percent of average as a result of the poor snowpack there (60 percent on 
April 1). Figure 4 shows the May 1 forecasts from DWR Bulletin 120. Notice the steep 
percentage gradient from the Tuolumne south to the Kaweah River basin. This is one 
of the steepest drop-offs in history, showing how rapidly many storms tapered off from 
north to the south in the San Joaquin River region. At the far south end of the 
San Joaquin Valley, normally dry Bakersfield, with an average of around 6 inches per 
year, was above normal in seasonal precipitation, an exception caused by a cold upper 
level low in January which produced record rain and snow. 

Figure 5, a 3-panel chart of the northern, central, and southern Sierra, shows 
how the snowpack accumulated this year. The mid-winter dry spell is evident in the flat 
period from early December to the middle of January, when the storms resumed. The 
large boost in February is what moved the snowpack well above average in the northern 
and central Sierra. Only in the southern Sierra did the pack show a pretty persistent lag 
all season. Another feature to note is that the peak accumulation was about 2 weeks 
late this year. Usually melting starts about April 1, in fact, earlier in a number of recent 
years. This year melt was delayed; however, the radiation of the sun and a dry and 
sunny May caused the pack to melt to near normal levels by the first of June. The peak 
rates of melt generally occurred during the last week of May; peak rates were not 
excessive being tempered by periodic intervals of cooler weather without any sustained 
hot weather. Total April through July snowmelt will probably be about 105 percent 
statewide, slightly reduced from the May 1 forecast by the significantly less than 
average precipitation in the north during May. 

For the four rivers of the Sacramento River system (see Chart 6), the forecasted 
runoff for 1999 is about 21.5 million acre-feet, almost 120 percent of average. This 
marks the fifth consecutive wet year. That long a run has not occurred before in this 
century and probably not since some early rainfall records in northern California began 
in 1850. The longest previous wet runs were 4 years in succession which occurred 
twice since 1900 -- during 1940-43 and 1904-07. 



A tree ring reconstruction study of Sacramento River runoff was made in 1986 by 
the University of Arizona Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. They estimated the annual 
runoff back to year 1560. That 420 year reconstruction revealed 3 other runs of 5 years 
or longer: 1601-06 (6 years), 1801-06 (6 years) and 1808-1 2 (5 years). .One could 
wonder about a 200-year cycle in the records. Just a decade ago we were in the throes 
of a 6-year drought. 

San Joaquin River runoff was not as heavy. The four rivers of this system are 
forecast to produce 5.7 million acre-feet, which is average. The runoff year there is 
classified as "above normal" ending a string of 4 wet years. 

Reservoir storage has been excellent all season with good carryover from a wet 
1998. Amounts during the winter were limited by flood control requirements, with 
considerable excess water released at most major foothill reservoirs. Statewide storage 
on June 1 was approximately 115 percent of average, 85 percent of capacity. That is 
practically the same as last year at the time. But this year statewide storage probably 
peaked about June 1 whereas in 1998 it continued to climb for another month because 
of heavy snowmelt runoff. Major foothill reservoirs in the north came close to filling this 
year. Southern Sierra foothill reservoirs, while above average, did not fill except for 
Millerton (Friant) which filled in mid May and again in the first week of June. Water 
supplies should be average or better in most areas. One exception is deficiencies of 
up to 30 percent in Central Valley Project service areas on the West Side of the 
San Joaquin Valley. CVP Friant deliveries on the east side of the Valley are also below 
average at 100 percent of Class I and 10 percent of Class II supplies, compared to an 
average which includes around 50 percent of Class I1 water. 

The water year was benign insofar as flood problems go -- different than the past 
4 years. The rains of November and during the first week of December produced 
modest amounts of weir overflow into Sutter and Yolo Bypass with more overflow in 
February. The peak overflow into Yolo Bypass at Fremont Weir was around 2 feet in 
mid February, much below its design level of 7.3 feet. The lower Sacramento River at 
Sacramento I Street gage) just barely exceeded its flood warning stage of 25 feet for 
less than a day. To sum up, there were some periods of high water on Central Valley 
and coastal rivers this year but no large floods. For a change, water year 1998-99 was 
benign. The only unusually high stages were on November 21 on the Smith River of 
northwestern California which saw the highest water level since 1990. The peak stage 
at the gage near Crescent City was 31 .I feet, 2.1 feet over flood stage, and higher than 
the 1997 floods. Often the climate of the Smith River basin is more similar to Oregon; 
its weather and runoff patterns tend to be different from those of the major portion of 
northern California. 



What lies ahead? A number of climate researchers, for example, Dr. Nathan 
Mantua of the University of Washington, and scientists at Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, have noted that North Pacific sea surface temperature and circulation 
patterns seemed to have changed about 1977 into a mode which is predominately cool 
in the north central Pacific and toward Asia but warmer near the west coast. This has 
been called the Pacific decadal oscillation, PDO, and also the North Pacific oscillation, 
NPO, by some. That pattern may be about to reverse to one with warmth off Japan and 
Siberia and coolness in the eastern Pacific thereby reverting to the pattern which 
predominated from 1947 through 1976. The stronger La Nina events were associated 
with this earlier period; since 1977 we have had more years of El Nifio conditions 
including the big 1983 and 1998 events. Figure 7 presents the history of the 
multivariate ENS0 index since 1950. The NWS is now forecasting the current cool 
water conditions in the eastern tropical Pacific to continue into next winter. The last 
chart, Figure 8, shows how the current La Nina compares with previous ones during the 
last 50 years. 



Figure 1. SEASONAL PRECIPITATION 
IN PERCENT OF AVERAGE TO DATE 

October 1, 1998 through April 30, 1999 
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Figure 2. 1999 Precipitation Profiles 
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Figure 4. FORECAST OF APRIL - JULY 
UNIMPAIRED SNOWMELT RUNOFF 

May 1, 1999 
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Figure 6. Sacramento River Runoff 
(Sum of Sacramento River above Bend Bridge, Feather River at Oroville, 

Yuba River at Smartville, and American River at Folsom) 
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Multivariate ENS0 Index 

Figure 7. Historical Multivariate ENS0 Index 

-- From the Climate Diagnostic Center via NOAA Website. 



Multivariate ENSO Index for the 7 strongest 

Figure 8. Comparison of La Nina Years 

- From the Climate Diagnostic Center via the NOAA Website. 


